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The Politics Of Candu Exports
Increasingly, global market realities and the export potential of the Canadian nuclear industry are becoming crucial features of the nuclear political economy ... AECL has focused increasingly on the ...
Canadian Nuclear Energy Policy: Changing Ideas, Institutions, and Interests
Given the ambitious targets set by China’s political leadership ... In the cases of Romania and Argentina, the deals involve CANDU reactors, which are based on a Canadian design and utilize ...
China Doubles Down on Nuclear Energy, at Home and Abroad
but such is the polarisation in Israeli politics that even this could not break the stalemate. Critics accuse him of mismanaging pandemic lockdowns that have hit Israel's economy hard and also ...
Explainer: After Israel's tight election, who matters and what happens next?
The “One Belt, One Road” strategy is intended to shape global economic integration and trade by Chinese terms, advancing nuclear technology as one of China’s new high-tech export brands ...
China’s Nuclear Industry Goes Global
The CANDU reactors currently in operation in Ontario, across Canada and globally are clearly safe and set the industry standard, Mr. Mitchell said. “They have a really good performance and Canada is ...
First of its kind nuclear project about creating new energy solution in Canada
The nuclear power plant will use a CANDU reactor, which works with pressurized ... opportunities ”they have in Argentina”. “Politics always trumps economics and that’s because the world ...
Cristina Fernandez hails 'strategic partnership' with China; blasts Argentine industry for mistrusting agreements
The acquisition will further expand Westinghouse's CANDU capabilities, enabling the company to deploy its expertise to CANDU reactor operators worldwide. It also brings a unique combination of tooling ...
Westinghouse Grows CANDU Capabilities
This is so because the PWR, and related types such as the Boiling Water Reactor (BWR) and the CANDU Pressurized Heavy ... One of our major political parties reversed its previous support and ...
Climatists for Nukes
It also nearly bankrupted the former Soviet republic's economy, and sparked unrest ... the parliament's speaker, Andrian Candu, published an interim report into the fraud commissioned by NMB ...
The Moldova Connection
Now facing a second wave of infections, the South American nation has adjusted its strategy to prioritize protecting its fragile economy. It is hoping greater ... Jorge Giacobbe, a Buenos Aires-based ...
Economy in focus, Argentina's pandemic strategy shifts for second wave
Meeting on Wednesday with a top level delegation from Argentina which included Planning minister Julio De Vido, Economy minister ... plant will be run via a CANDU reactor through natural uranium ...
Argentina's dispute with holdouts “will not affect” Chinese investments, says Beijing
But Biden, already under intense political pressure because of the surge ... persuade Congress to invest trillions of dollars in the economy — issues championed by aides like Ron Klain, the ...
An Early Promise Broken: Inside Biden's Reversal on Refugees
Sandu stated that her program stipulates "the country’s liberation from the oligarchical regime", the restoration of economy and cooperation ... President Andrian Candu stated that the party ...
Moldova’s parliament approves government headed by Maia Sandu
Today’s app-based or “gig” economy is frequently dressed up in talk about “modern innovation” and the “21st century of work.” This facade is a wolf in sheep’s clothing. Precarious, contingent work is ...
The gig is up on 21st-century exploitation
TASS/. Moldovan parliament refused on Thursday to discuss no confidence vote in the Minister of Foreign Affairs and European Integration, Andrei Galbur, whom the Moldova’s political opposition ...
Moldovan parliament refuses to hold no confidence vote in Foreign Minister Andrei Galbur
First is the economy. In 2019 the World Bank reported ... other factors such as ethnicity and political calculations contribute to their likelihood. Second, ethnic tensions and internal conflicts.
Botched coup in Niger points to deep fissures in the country
China's surprisingly upbeat activity in both manufacturing and services aided the sentiment, with the latter jumping to a very strong 56.3. China remains Australia's single biggest export market ...
Upbeat Economic News Give The Australian and NZ dollars Some Support
COVID-19 can affect the global economy in three main ways: by directly affecting production and demand, by creating supply chain and market disruption, and by its financial impact on firms and ...
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